openQA Tests - action #37761
coordination # 34996 (Rejected): [qe-core][functional][opensuse][epic] test fails in systemd_testsuite - TEST-16-EXTEND-TIMEOUT works only when executed against systemd built in the same specfile

[functional][sle][u] Package systemd-qa-testsuite have to be built within systemd OBS package

2018-06-25 10:48 - SLindoMansilla

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignee:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category:</td>
<td>Bugs in existing tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target version:</td>
<td>future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty:</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start date:</td>
<td>2018-06-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Done:</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
<td>0.00 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description**

When all patches are merged into upstream or properly documented, the package systemd-qa-testsuite is able to be submitted into openSUSE Factory: [https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/Base:System/systemd](https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/Base:System/systemd)

**Acceptance criteria**

- AC1: The package is accepted in [https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/Base:System/systemd](https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/Base:System/systemd)

**Tasks**

1. Use the same specfile from OBS/systemd to create a sub package:

**Related issues:**

- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37728: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37731: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37734: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37737: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37740: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37743: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37746: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37749: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37752: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37755: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25
- Blocked by openQA Tests - action #37758: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch ... Rejected 2018-06-25

**History**

#1 - 2018-06-25 10:48 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37728: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0001-test-catalog-fix-catalog-source-directory acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#2 - 2018-06-25 10:49 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocks action #37731: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0002-testsuite-fix-test-keymap-test acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#3 - 2018-06-25 10:49 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocks deleted (action #37731: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0002-testsuite-fix-test-keymap-test acceptable for openSUSE Factory)

#4 - 2018-06-25 10:49 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37731: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0002-testsuite-fix-test-keymap-test acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#5 - 2018-06-25 10:49 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37734: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0003-udev-test-textual-group-id-has-group-disk-on-SUSE acceptable for openSUSE Factory added
#6 - 2018-06-25 10:49 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37737: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0004-sysv-generator-test-multiple-LSB-macro-deps-add-Want acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#7 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37740: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0005-TEST-07-fix-directories acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#8 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37743: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0006-test-functions-adapt-for-QA-package acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#9 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37746: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0007-test-watchdog-include-pre-timeout-in-timeout-setting acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#10 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37749: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0008-TEST-08-set-rootfs-to-btrfs acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#11 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37752: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0009-TEST_13-systemd-nspawn-needs-to-bind-lib64 acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#12 - 2018-06-25 10:50 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #37755: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0010-TEST-13-fix-testcontainer-setup acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

- Blocked by action #37758: [functional][sle][u] Make the patch 0011-TEST-21-adapt-sysuser-to-SUSE-settings acceptable for openSUSE Factory added

#14 - 2018-06-28 19:32 - okurz
- Target version set to future

#15 - 2020-02-25 09:44 - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from New to Rejected

not in our scope anymore, tsaupe is taking over